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At last the wall was completed to half its height around the entire city, for the people had worked with enthusiasm.- Nehemiah 4:6

LCA PREPARES FOR EXPANSION

Anyone considering enrolling as new students
next year are encouraged to enroll sooner
rather than later as we already have limited
space remaining in some classrooms.  This last
school year we turned away students in two
classrooms (six grades) due to being at
classroom capacity.
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In response to increased community interest and enrollment, we are excited to announce an expansion to
our classrooms for fall for 2022 splitting our classrooms from three grades per classroom to two. Our
classes for fall are scheduled as: K-1st grade classroom, 2-3rd grade classroom, 4-5th grade classroom, 6-
7th grade classroom, and etc.  

“Enrolling early allows Academy Admin to respond to enrollment demands and may even enable us to
split classrooms further, if we have time to hire another teacher;” says Academy Principal Holly
McKamey. 

Anyone interested in teaching at Laramie Christian Academy may apply on our website at
https://www.laramiechristianacademy.com/connect/teacher-application/.

We are excited to announce that Mrs. Alexis Albrecht has joined our staff as our
new K-2 teacher. Her first day in the classroom was the first day of our second
semester.
 

Mrs. Albrecht was a part of our start-up team in 2019 and early 2020. Her
contributions were valuable in helping us decide curriculum and structure, which
ultimately confirmed our path as a Christian Classical Academy. We were so
blessed to have her assistance in the early formation of our school and are thrilled
that she is returning with us now as a teacher.  We are looking forward to finishing
out the remainder of the school year under Mrs. Albrecht’s dedicated teaching.
 

"I graduated from the University of Wyoming in December 2019. I graduated with a bachelor’s
degree in Elementary Education with a focus in the creative arts. I was saved by God’s Grace when I
was 8 years old, and since then I have seen His divine hand work in all areas of my life. I am looking
forward to joining the LCA team!" -- Mrs. Albrecht

 



THE BIG "3" OF LCA

RESILIENT HOPE IN JESUS

BIBLE INTEGRATION

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

DATES TO REMEMBER
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FIELD TRIP TO ICE CENTER

Students and staff alike enjoyed our field trip of the month to the Ice and Event Center.  As a school, we
ate our lunch in the lobby and then had an amazing devotional by Mr. Doug Wookey.  Once we all had
our skates laced up, we hit the ice.  Mr. Wookey gave lessons to students and taught us to balance, (think
about our favorite food, look up, and hold our hands in front of our waist).  

Older students helped younger students and all were courteous and caring as everyone had a great time
skating.  Once we finished, we headed back to school for the rest of the day.  We celebrated our kind
behavior while off-site further by a surprise pizza snack later that week.  

MARCH 14 - 18
No School -- Spring Break

FEBRUARY 21
No School --  President's Day

LCA IS AN OFFICIAL

MEMBER OF THE

ASSOCIATION OF 

CLASSICAL CHRISTIAN SCHOOLS

MARCH 25
Last day of 3rd Quarter


